
2023 Turkey–Syria Earthquake the VICTIMS-by-USA. 2023/3/4
Revelation 15:2New International Version
2 .And I saw what looked like a sea of glass glowing with fire and, standing beside the sea,
those who had been victorious over the beast and its image and over the number of its
name. They held harps given them by God
3/11-2011 The Great East Japan Earthquake Until the arrival of the tsunami and the large fires /
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7YEM6KdFjGg

The victims seem more than that of the absurd Ukraine war,while global opinion seems
thinking of no serious.Stronger support is necessary.Now author disclose reasonable
mechanism of man made earthquake weapon(HAARP) toward defeat root of all the evil for
the world now<USA the NAZIS reincarnated nation>.

[ ]:The Circumstantial Evidence.
⑴Speak Out: Sec. of Defense William Cohen talked about Earthquake Weapons
https://www.semissourian.com/forums/speakout/thread/923
In a DOD news briefing on April 28, 1997 Cohen said
" Others are engaging even in an eco- type of terrorism whereby they can alter the climate,
set off earthquakes, volcanoes remotely through the use of electromagnetic waves.

⑵ACCORDING TO SENATOR DIANA IVANOVICI ȘOȘOACĂ, THE UNITED STATES
CAUSED THE EARTHQUAKE IN TURKEY AND SYRIA
https://comedonchisciotte.org/secondo-la-senatrice-diana-ivanovici-sosoaca-gli-stati-uniti-h
anno-provocato-il-sisma-in-turchia-e-siria/
On February 8, Romanian Senator Diana Ivanovici Șoșoacă noted in a speech in parliament
that:
– One minute before the seismographs detected the earthquake,
Turkish gas and oil pipelines stopped traffic (nb: this is the only revelation we could not
verify).
– 24 hours before the earthquake
ten Western countries withdrew their ambassadors from Ankara.
¬– Five days before the earthquake, several Western countries, including Romania,
advised against travel to Turkey, without however providing explanations.

⑶2023 Turkey–Syria earthquake
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2023_Turkey%E2%80%93Syria_earthquake

Haiti and the seismic weapon
https://www.voltairenet.org/article163729.html
Turkey-Syria Earthquake: Is This An Act of Terror? No Evidence Sofar
https://www.globalresearch.ca/turkey-syria-earthquake-act-terror/5807763
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High-power ELF radiation generated by modulated HF heating of the ionosphere can
cause Earthquakes, Cyclones and localized heating Fran de Aquino (1)
https://hal.science/hal-01082992
Doom Tech | USA's earthquake weapon; Nikola Tesla's design; HAARP truth:
conspiracy theory decoded
https://www.editorji.com/in-depth/the-hook/doom-tech-usa-s-earthquake-weapon-nikola-tesl
a-s-design-haarp-truth-conspiracy-theory-decoded-1658517563354
Environmental Modification Techniques (ENMOD) and the Turkey-Syria
Earthquake: An Expert Investigation is Required
https://www.globalresearch.ca/environmental-modification-techniques-enmod-and-the-turke
y-syria-earthquake-an-expert-investigation-is-required/5808207

[ ]:The Evidence by Physics & Seismology the standard theory.
Author knows physics of Charge Density Wave(CDW)-earthquake,however the details of
HAARP device,the interaction of EM-wave beam and ion sphere,etc are not.
People can understand earthquake by explosion by a bomb,while they would be very
confused by electromagnetic(EM) wave.Telling from conclusion on CDW,,
⑴it is not ordinal EM wave(A wave)for portable phone or radio communication,but without
magnetic one<It is a kind of static electricity with ±electrical charges caused by friction
between no conductive material in dry air condition>.
⑵It is pure electrical attractive force for chemical bonding between ±electrical
charges(electron and nuclei,± ions), or repulsive force between same charges,
⑶HAARP itself is ordinal EM wave,while they vibrates Ion-sphere to radiate pure electrical
wave(charge density one(CDW),scalar one,B wave) toward ground,that is ion sphere is
harp instrument,while HAARP beam radiator is its devil player.
⑷CDW can destroy chemical bonding by the repulsive force.
Epicenter is the most pressure zone to stop sliding of stratum layer.
CDW destroy it to remove the stopping guard and to trigger sliding.
⑸Natural earthquake is collision power between sliding stratum layer and static one,which
has different seismic wave record from man-made explosion earthquake.
⑹Even weak intensity irradiating can cause big rapture by long time accumulating.
Creep rupture = macroscopic rupture resulting from accumulation of thermally activated damage! !

http://www2.yukawa.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~naoki.yoshioka/archives/2009/04/28/research/fracture.ja/

Recently, some surprising findings have been reported that thermally activated microscopic crack formation

can cause creep rupture. For example, research has shown that fracture surface randomness can be

affected by slow crack propagation due to thermal activation [11]. Macroscopic rupture resulting from

accumulation of thermally activated damage is often an unpredictable abrupt event. For prediction of such

failures, it is very important to know the relationship between the measurands when approaching the critical

point.
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⑺CDW can not be attenuated in undersea and underground<but be scattered>.
Ordinal EM wave is strongly attenuated by undersea and underground. While B wave
equation is also representing generalized conservation law of 4dimensional current,
which never be broken,

HAARP-player

intensity,direction,..control

https://www.rish.kyoto-u.ac.jp/mu/radar.html
                                                     

⑻mass density  stratum layer dynamics is thermal-fluid one in macroscopic view.
D( V)/Dt=η 2V gradP  g.<Newton Dynamics>.
<density flow acceleration force velocity friction pressure-P gravity-g>
 2V=graddivV curlcurlV
=blowing force(volcano explosion)and friction force between layers(earthquake).
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[ ]:Root of All the Evil for the World now<USA the NAZIS reincarnated nation>.
“If the world is upside down the way it is now, wouldn’t we have to turn it over to get it to
stand up straight?”...Eduardo Galeano
https://upsidedownworld.org/

❶In a time of universal deceit,telling truth is a revolutionary act....G.Orwell.
It is told younger generation is easy to be deceived,however the fact is not only younger one.
⑴Deception in Ruling by Richness with Luxuriousness
Luxurious attire,luxurious ceremony and luxurious residence causes foolish people to
consider the strongest murder-robber into the most respectable man<=king,nobility,...>.
⑵American Exceptionalism.
Luxurious life,luxurious product and luxurious city causes foolish people to consider the
strongest murder-robber nation in the world into the most reliable one<imperial USA>.
https://www.unz.com/lromanoff/american-exceptionalism/
...The United States Is the Best Only at Being the Worst....

❷Anti-God the Root of All the Evil for the World now.
So long as they rule,the world never become peace stable.
⑴American elites fundamental ideology<the essential cause of Upside Down World>.
<=German Eugenics the Atheism of Violence Worshiper<CIA-military-industry-complex>.
 People and nation are those who should be exploited by supremacist elite.
⒝Set the enemy toward hegemony winning by perpetual wars<militarism the supreme>.
God is justice,truth,brotherhood,while atheism deny it toward injustice,lie,hatred,
*PRIMACY OF THE STATE VS. THE INDIVIDUAL.(G.W.F. Hegel, Philosophy of Law )
"In civilized nations, true bravery consists in the readiness to give oneself wholly to the service of the State

so that the individual counts but as one among many.Not personal valor alone is significant; the important

aspect lies in self-subordination to the universal cause.

http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm

THE GOOD OF WAR.
Hegel told a war prevent people’s laziness and corrupting.

⑵America’s problem must be solved by American themselves.
So long as they rule,the world never become peace stable.

❸USA the NAZIS reincarnated nation the brief history.
Once Rockefeller(UK imperial)feared the status decline by Revolution,so they planed destroying Jew the

revolutionary theism race to establish NAZIS Germany.After the war,they secretly imported NAZIS person

with their technology<Operation paper clip>.They established CIA-military industry complex toward global

ruling<operation Condor,operation Gradio,...,9/11,..COVID19,Ukraine war,Turkey-Syria earthquake>..
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[ ]:Russia & China(URC)leaders are secret Co-worker of NAZIS USA.
Recent year’s the visible strong conflict between USA and URC(united Russia &
China<North Korea>)is fake in fact.The evil regime of NAZIS USA has been kept by global
ruling fake,If URC leaders had begun accusing lie of the9/11 in USA,2011/3/11-earthquake
in Japan,COVID19,...the world would have been terribly fluctuated to turn the regime !?.
Thus they are substantially co-operator with military industry complex USA by increasing
military tension,then note the tension is also favorable for military industry complex in URC
side.That is, they secretly build insidious collusion.Thus their secret collusion is composed
from not only the top leaders,but also the industry-military group with conspiracy(police
bureaucrat) one.This is the most trouble point,so the betrayal leaders can not be easily
changed ??.

However if good collusion by the people in {USA & URC} toward really stable peace is
established,the world would be terribly fluctuated to turn the evil regime !?.
http://777true.net/The-Wicked-Spirit-in-Highest-Place-in-the-Upside-Down-Deadly-Fake-World_A.pdf

*toward real stable peace ?
As has been recognizing you,even removing imminent military tension(fake),we could not
easily remove the heavy climate worsened tension.However if all of you are prepared to
accept the truly inconvenient truth,there is still a chance.
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf
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THE CONCLUSION:
Recent years,also Japan has been being politically threatened by earthquake weapon.
The most typical and remarkable example is 2011/3/11 Great Tohhoku earth quake
not in LDP government the substantial dictatorship strongly connecting with USA after the
war,but in Democratic party government the rare reform one in history after the war.
Then many accused USA employing earthquake weapon,however academy authority
(Tokyo,Kyoto university scientists)kept silence not to prevent it .It is betrayal !!.
At this time,the responsible scientists organization must declare USA’s employing
earthquake weapon.When in doubt, do punish !! not to repeat such outrageous disaster.


